schools of art and design remained independent until the 1990s, when a shift to university status became common.
The transition of design education to university study was not a response changes in North American higher education, however. It was a consequence of the new needs and demands of the nascent knowledge economy. These needs and demands affect all forms of professional education. The design professions involve advice to clients. In some cases, these are internal clients within a large fi rm or business that employs a designer on salary. In many cases, these external clients turn to a design consultancy for help in planning, making design policy choices among alternatives, problem solving, or any other number of professional decisions. Forms, products, software, or images are often part of the solution to many design problems, but artifacts are the implementation of a design solution. Design itself is a planning process.
The increasingly clear focus on the role of knowledge in every fi eld brings about a richer and deeper understanding of what it is that professionals do. In design, this has shaped a distinction between the planning and problem solving process common to all professional design, and the specifi c artistic and artisan craft skills used in any specifi c design solution.
For this reason, the past quarter century saw many of the independent design schools of the United Kingdom fi rst grow into polytechnics and later merge into universities. A similar process took place in Australia. In other nations, independent design schools took on university status by government decision. In both cases, these university schools now face the challenges of all university level professional schools.
The challenges that face contemporary design education can be seen as a necessary outcome of the role that the design profession plays in a larger society. If we fail to recognize this important fact, changes in design education and curriculum can become a matter of fashion as university administrators attempt to attract a proper number of students.
Nothing could be more dangerous to our conception of what university-level design education is or should be.
The University Today
Modern universities have many roles. They prepare citizens for life in industrial and post-industrial democracies. They train people to work in demanding jobs. They enable individuals to understand and interpret the world around them. They offer individuals the opportunity to think about fi elds of inquiry and study. They host research programs that create new knowledge. They establish projects to apply the knowledge that reach generates. Universities fulfi ll all these functions and more.
The curriculum is the mechanism through which the university meets its obligations to students. With the exception of individual faculty research -but not excepting research training and student research -delivering the curriculum is in some respects the core activity of a university.
The importance and scope of curriculum in a serious university requires curriculum development to be a large systemic enterprise. Curriculum involves course planning, course content, pedagogical delivery, and learning objectives for the individual teacher. For the student, it involves learning styles, personal development, mastery of content, and mastery of skills. At the program level, it requires coordination among teachers and across courses. At the school and university level, it involves other issues still.
In design, curriculum development involves eight kinds of education. In university, these include 1) undergraduate education, 2) professional education, and 3) research training. Many schools offer 4) lifelong learning, 5) continuing education, and 6) executive education. Some schools also offer 7) vocational training and 8) special courses. Since design is both a fi eld of professional practice and a research discipline, the plural dimensions of research and practice affect all curriculum needs.
To place today's curriculum challenges in context, it is helpful to explore the evolution and changing role of the university over the past fi ve thousand years. Without giving the larger history, it is worth reviewing some highlights of the relatively recent past. 1
The Shift to Research Universities
The shift from medieval universities to modern research universities was a long, slow process that involved many strains and diffi culties. One typical example of confl ict gave rise to Kant's famous series of essays, ' The Confl ict of the Faculties ' . 2 The core of the dispute was a confl ict between the so-called lower faculty of philosophy and the so-called higher professional faculties. The confl ict raised an important question in university life: how is knowledge to be established, and which faculty shall govern? This was a confl ict between the free search for knowledge and the bounded search for knowledge. The free search for knowledge was a search for pure truth that goes back to the Platonic Academy. The bounded search for knowledge involves the applied knowledge of the professions, a form of knowledge constrained in Kant's time by the obligations of service to church or state, and governed by the needs of ecclesiastical and public policy.
On the one hand, the claim of professional education was -and is -a claim of service to society. It is bounded by the oath of service that each physician, lawyer, or priest takes on entering offi ce, and it stands for the highest professional ideals of humanity. On the other, it is subject to constraints that generally restrict the concept of knowledge to what is accepted today -or to what has been acceptable in the recent past. This is a contrast with the free search for knowledge on which new knowledge depends.
Both principles represent an important social value. The challenge to universities is that each principle has at different times had superior claim. Most often, the claim of service has prevailed because it is linked to the funds that establish and support the university.
One key issue in this great debate is the concept of the lower faculty. The idea of a lower faculty is not an idea of reduced status, but a concept of fundamental standing, for it is the lower faculty on which the university rests. The lower faculty is the fi rst faculty, and philosophical knowledge is the foundation on which the university depends. While the higher faculties generally represent worldly power and higher social standing -not to mention better salaries -the higher faculties cannot exist without the lower.
We see the confl ict of the faculties in several current debates. One is the debate between the university as a center of free inquiry and the university as a center of applied knowledge and social service. Another is the debate on how the university shall be controlled and governed -whether by the professorate on behalf of science, or by governors representing state, church, or private founders. These debates fi nd voice echo in such important current books as an updated discourse on the confl ict of the faculties 3 or Bill Readings's highly regarded critique of the university in the post-industrial nation-state. 4 These debates are relevant to design education in several ways. These include the frequently confl icted relations between theory and practice and the diffi culty of linking the design curriculum to the larger university curriculum. The confl ict of the faculties also occurs in the insistence of many design teachers that design schools teach a special professional knowledge that must be linked to the practicing profession, which they claim to represent, as contrasted to the larger body of knowledge represented by the university professorate.
When this debate touches on design schools, three paradoxical aspects condition the claim of professional knowledge by design teachers. First, it is linked to the crafts guild tradition that was never connected to universities. Second, none of the learned professions considers design a profession, and most professionals regard design as a vocation connected neither to the lower nor the higher faculty, but to a tradition of vocational education outside the university entirely. Third, few design teachers genuinely represent design profession. Few leading designers teach, and relatively few design teachers have had active careers in business or industry. Interestingly, those who have ha an active design career tend to enter the university because they love research. It is a doubly interesting that many successful designers who become academics argue for the new curriculum. In contrast, those who argue for guild knowledge and craft traditions tend to represent the art and craft approach, and -for the most part -these art and craft designers have had no major work outside design schools.
Kant's debate set the stage for the birth of the fi rst modern research university, the University of Berlin, established in 1809. 5 Research became a central feature of the university. Students attended the medieval university to pursue a career in church or state service. Training for the professions gave way to a vague post-medieval education in which the sons of gentry and nobility were expected to spend time engaged in a transition from childhood to manhood. While these universities followed the noble goal of training for citizenship expressed by Newman and others, universities were also places where students drank away the lazy days, learning to duel or brawling in place of study with professors who rarely (if ever) taught. 6 The post-medieval university culture was the basis of Adam Smith's savage critique of Oxford in The Wealth of Nations. 7 The major change from post-medieval to modern university came in the United States, when a century-long move created the great land grant universities, the major general universities, and the full-fl edged research universities that have become the model for universities around the world today.
At the end of the Second World War, the United States made a far-reaching and infl uential decision when Congress enacted the Veteran's Readjustment Act of 1944. Commonly called the GI Bill, the act made it possible for all returning service members to attend university. 8 Higher education was no longer a privilege of the fortunate few. The GI Bill and a host of successive measures made it possible for nearly any student to attend university, at least to attend the great public universities where tuition was reasonable and quality high. This, in turn, created rising expectations for access and knowledge, and widespread higher education became a cornerstone of the coming knowledge economy. The relation between broad student participation in university life and the impact of higher education on the greater society is a central fact of academic life today. 9 The result is visible in the shifting role of knowledge in modern industrial life. This, in turn, has brought about a powerful transition in every industrial democracy that strives to maintain its position relative to the other developed nations.
The creation of universities has become a general democratic decision of the electorate in many places, and a strategic initiative of government in others. The result has been the same. Universities have been established more widely and in greater numbers than ever before. Some have grown out of other institutions. Some have come about by merger. Altogether, there are some tens of thousands of universities around the world. Only a small number of the universities we fi nd today existed a century ago, and many are only a few decades old.
The Four Challenges of Higher Education
From the most ancient to the newest, all universities face four challenges that have been at the core of higher education for the past fi ve thousand years. These are: 1) Creating new knowledge, 2) Preserving existing knowledge, 3) Training specialists, and 4) Educating citizens These challenges represent an inherent dialectical tension.
The requirements of new knowledge demand a foundation in earlier knowledge while pushing the boundaries of what is known. This means negotiating a delicate series of forces that draw the past into the future. At some moments, the need for preservation emphasizes the past, and love of the past often involves a tendency to preserve the past intact. At other times, the need for new knowledge can overwhelm the past, and those who move forward sometimes care little for what we have known as societies and as individuals.
The fi rst institutions of higher learning were imperial and religious centers of specialized education created in vastly hierarchical societies where a few knowledge specialists served even fewer great lords and potentates, all of them ruling a vast and oppressed majority with little thought for service to the whole.
The Greek ideal of democracy brought about a new kind of higher learning: education for the wise exercise of civic responsibility. This was not democracy as we know it today. Only a few citizens could afford this education in city-states where only a few more were entitled to vote. These societies depended in great part on slave labor and the subjugation of smaller and lesser cities to the great powers of the era. At the same time, the ideal of democracy set in motion a chain of events that would eventually affect the universities of the modern world.
This ideal would fi nally translate into the modern democracies as a tension between education for the few and education for an increasingly large many. In different ways, this tension has been a pendulum driving the growth and spread of education from the fi rst days to our own time.
The two poles of knowledge and citizenship also establish a subtle dimension of opposing and cooperating tendencies.
Professions require specialisation and the preservation of a coherent body of knowledge. This cements professional engagement and permits the management of professional practice. At the same time, all professions require new knowledge to improve and grow. This demands research and a challenge to what is known. This challenge in itself can weaken professional solidarity while strengthening the profession in the long term.
Professions are by nature inclined in two directions. In one direction, they serve the larger polity. Most professions are granted formal control of professional affairs and high social status because they serve the larger polity. In one sense, all professionals are citizens who act on behalf of the larger society. At the same time, the privileges and opportunities that drive professional development set professionals at odds with fellow citizens outside the professional group.
Any diagram of the relationships among the four challenges will reveal a series of confl icting and communicating forces that operate in an energising dialectic. Each step demonstrates tensions between specialisation and generalisation, between theory and practice, between research and repetition, between hierarchy and democracy, between the pull of the past and the press of the future.
These tensions meet today in a new knowledge economy. The central virtues and challenges of the knowledge economy are simple. Societies must know more and do more to thrive. Knowledge is an inherent property of individuals. To thrive, therefore, any society rooted in a knowledge economy must achieve two goals. The fi rst is to increase its corps of professional specialists. The second is to widen democratic participation.
The rich web of social interactions implicit in this simply stated challenge is not simple to achieve. I will not address the problem of achieving a balanced social network here. Instead, I will use the concept to set the stage for a few basic thoughts on design education for the knowledge economy.
If today's design skills could still be taught or learned in artisan guilds or independent design schools, this conceptual background would not be important. The fact is that nearly every form of design that has a purpose in today's world is far too complex for the older forms of education that were suitable as recently as the 1970s. Designers are now professionals, and they must become increasingly skilled to perform the professional services that are now required of them. Developing these skills is a challenge that requires university education and the research culture around which universities grew.
Today, we designers and design educators fi nd ourselves debating the nature of research in a formerly vocational fi eld. While most of us teach in universities, our departments and schools are relatively recent. In some places, design schools have only entered the university or attained university status quite recently. Doctoral education and research training are a central concern for the fi eld, but some of us seek new forms of doctorate while others are not quite sure what the doctorate is. This debate can be framed in the question of the new university.
The Shift to a Knowledge Economy
Before turning to the specifi c challenges of design education in today's universities, I want to set a background in several issues that face all forms of professional education in a knowledge economy.
The industrial revolution of the eighteenth century brought enormous change to the world economy. In the nineteenth century, the electrical telegraph ushered in the fi rst telecommunication era, and by the end of the century, the telephone and the railroads had reshaped societies around new communication and transport media. Soon after, Henry Ford's mass production methods and the automobiles they made possible would reshape much of the world. Over this same period, physical science advanced from Newton's mechanics to Maxwell's equations, and then it leaped forward as Einstein developed the theory relativity and paved the way for quantum physics. By incremental steps and quantum leaps, these changes shifted the world from agriculture to mechanics to electrics and fi nally toward electronics.
Just before the Second World War, the Australian economist Colin Clark [10] created an important classifi cation scheme for different kinds of economies. 10 He identifi ed three classes: primary, secondary, and tertiary. Primary economies extract wealth from nature, secondary economies transform extracted material through manufacturing, and tertiary economies engage in service. At the same time, the Canadian economist Harold Innis 11 was laying the foundation of a social theory based on information, while American economist Fritz Machlup 12 developed the fi rst theories of information economics. During these same years, Peter Drucker studied the managerial society. 13 In 1959, he concluded that we were about to enter the post-modern world, a world defi ned by well-known social forces meeting in radical new confi gurations. 14 In the 1960s, Daniel Bell summarized these developments in the concept of a post-industrial society, stating that a signifi cant change in the character of knowledge was taking place, with a professional knowledge elite developing to manage it. 15 By the time of Colin Clark's model of societies, a focus on knowledge became inevitable. So, while the vocabulary of the knowledge economy is relatively new, the idea of a knowledge economy has been emerging for the past half century. Effective knowledge work demands creating, sharing, and distributing information as the raw material that individuals and organizations process into knowledge. The administrative principles developed in by Frederick W. Taylor, Henri Fayol, and Henry Ford restricted the fl ow of information and power in vertically stratifi ed organizations. 16 The management principles of a knowledge economy encourage the fl ow of information and knowledge within dynamic networks.
Today, these forces affect university education at a time of crisis. National economies suffer many forms of turbulence. Aging populations and a shrinking base of workers who must pay for increasingly costly social services and pension requirements exacerbate these strains. As societies attempt to meet a greater range of demands across an increasing range of social services, the demands on higher education increase while resources are increasingly constrained.
Good universities balance the tension between these forces by developing better and more effective curricula. This is true of education for professions, liberal arts, humanities, and technology. It is even truer of fi elds such as art and communication with a weak link to career outcomes -and it is true of many design fi elds. Effective education is more important in these fi elds than elsewhere. Any serious inquiry into design education must offer a systematic overview of the many issues involved in curriculum development for design. It must relate these issues to the changing needs of both the profession and the discipline.
Design is changing as a professional fi eld and a discipline. To understand the curriculum needs of university-level design education today and tomorrow, requires placing design in the context of the larger knowledge economy within which designers now work. Systemic analysis that sets professional education in a university for the knowledge economy must form the basis of effective education in design programs.
Notes

